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This paper develops a multi-sectoral endogenous growth model in
order to reproduce some of the essential characteristics of the so-called
”ICT Revolution”. The economy consists of four sectors and the most
important features are the embodied nature of technological progress,
the horizontal di¤erentiation and the ”lab-equipment” speci…cation
of R&D. After the description of the di¤erent sectors, the equilibrium
conditions are obtained, the balanced growth path is characterized an-
alytically and the corresponding steady state system is derived. From
this system some analytical results can be obtained, in particular it
turns out that shocks on the productivity of the di¤erent sectors have
permanent e¤ects on long-term growth (contrary to the version of the
model without the ”lab-equipment” assumption, where only a shock
on the productivity of the R&D sector in‡uences long-term growth).
These results are con…rmed, in the last part of the paper, by the
numerical simulation of the model, that allows also to analyse the
short-run response of the system to the di¤erent shocks that can hit
the economy and to study the robustness of the model.
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11 Introduction
The sector of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) has been
recently considered of fundamental importance in the explanation of the eco-
nomic performance of several countries. In particular, the strong productivity
growth registered in the computer sector (i.e. in the production of hardware)
has led some analysts to conclude that the era of a ”New Economy” has be-
gun, an era that can be considered a sort of ”Third Industrial Revolution”
in which information and communication technologies can be compared with
the great inventions of the past that characterized the traditional Industrial
Revolution.
For all these reasons, a great attention has been devoted to the study of
what has been called the ”ICT Revolution” and of its e¤ects on the economy,
and the debate is largely open, both from an empirical and from a theoretical
point of view.
On the empirical side, the main studies (Gordon (1999, 2000), Jorgenson
and Stiroh (2000), Oliner and Sichel (2000), Whelan (2000)) outline the
strong productivity growth in the computer sector (particularly in the years
1995-1999), but at the same time evidence also problems of measurement of
the real contribution of ICT to the growth and productivity of the economy,
together with the fact that the productivity growth in the computer sector
has not been accompanied by spillovers from this sector to the rest of the
economy.
On the theoretical side (the most important contributions are Greenwood
and Yorukoglu (1997), Greenwood and Jovanovic (1998, 1999), Hobijn and
Jovanovic (1999), Jovanovic and Rousseau (2000)) it has been underlined
the importance of embodiment of technological progress (i.e. the fact that
only the new machines incorporate the latest technological advances), and
at the same time the fact that the ”ICT Revolution” has been accompanied
by some ”puzzling phenomena”.
In fact, it is possible to observe that this ”revolution” has been charac-
terized by e¤ects both on the real and on the …nancial side of the economy,
with the emergence of some ”puzzling” aspects. In particular, on the real
side there has been an initial strong decrease in the productivity of the whole
economy (the so-called ”productivity slowdown”) immediately after the be-
ginning of the ”ICT Revolution” (in the early ’70s - the microprocessor, that
can be considered the ”starting point” of this revolution, was invented in
1971 -), followed only recently by a rise (as outlined above, in the late ’90s
2the rise of productivity in the computer sector has been very strong, more
than 40% in the USA). At the same time, on the …nancial side there has
been an initial strong decrease in the ratio between stock market capitaliza-
tion and GDP (from about 1 at the beginning of the ’70s to 0.45 in 1974
for the leading OECD countries), followed only recently by a rise (today this
ratio is close to 2).
The main explanations that have been proposed to this situation are
based on the idea that the initial drop in productivity (on the real side of the
economy) is due to an adoption period of the new technologies (because the
pre-existing …rms are not able to use immediately these new technologies at
their full potential); this period is characterized by learning costs and slow
di¤usion (and it is precisely in this phase that the ”productivity slowdown”
takes place), and it is followed by an age of maturity during which the ICT
sector starts driving the whole economy. Furthermore, according to the con-
tributions proposed, the initial drop in the stock market capitalization/GDP
ratio (on the …nancial side of the economy) should be due to the fact that
a major technological innovation determines a temporary undervaluation of
the stock market. In fact, again, old …rms are not able to implement the
new technologies and new …rms are created to use these technologies; ini-
tially these …rms do not ”appear” in the stock market (for instance it took
10 years to Microsoft to go public), and this determines the drop in the ratio
considered, while when these new …rms are IPO’d the claims to their future
dividends enter the stock market, and this determines a rise in the same
ratio.
The model presented here takes a di¤erent view and tries to explain some
of the essential features of the ”ICT Revolution” considering the framework
of endogenous growth theories. In particular, it is a Romer-like model (1990)
in order to capture the R&D e¤ort of the …rms operating in the ICT sector,
and in addition it considers embodied technological progress. More precisely,
it is based on the original contribution developed by Boucekkine and de la
Croix (2001), with the main di¤erence represented by the ”lab-equipment”
speci…cation for the R&D sector (see Rivera-Batiz and Romer (1991)), and
it is a multi-sectoral model of endogenous growth that reproduces some of
the essential characteristics of the ICT-based economy, in particular the em-
bodied nature of technological progress (since the technological innovations
that characterize the ICT sector are typically embodied in the new capital
goods), the preminent role of the R&D sector (since the amount of resources
3devoted to research is particularly high, especially in the USA), and the
link between innovation and market power (since ICT markets are typically
non-competitive).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the illustration of
the model with the description of the di¤erent sectors that characterize the
economy. Section 3 describes the equilibrium conditions, characterizes an-
alytically the balanced growth path and derives the corresponding steady
state system. From this system it is possible to …nd some analytical re-
sults concerning the e¤ects on growth of di¤erent shocks that can interest
the economy. In particular, it turns out that shocks on the productivity of
the …nal good sector, of the equipment sector and of the intermediate good
sector have permanent e¤ects on long-term growth. Section 4 considers the
numerical simulation of a calibrated version of the model, con…rming the
analytical …ndings and giving some further insights, concerning the short-
run response of the system to the shocks and the robustness of the model.
Section 5 concludes.
2 The model
The model developed is based on Boucekkine and de la Croix (2001) and
Romer (1990), and is a multi-sectoral model written in discrete time with
in…nite horizon (time goes from 0 to 1), endogenous growth and horizontal
di¤erentiation. The economy is characterized by 4 sectors: the …nal good sec-
tor, the equipment sector, the intermediate good sector and the R&D sector.
In particular, the …nal good sector produces a composite good (used to con-
sume or to invest in physical capital) using e¢cient capital (bought from the
equipment sector) and labor; the equipment sector produces e¢cient capital
(sold to the …nal good sector) using physical capital (that can be interpreted
as hardware) bought from the …nal good producers and immaterial capital
(that can be interpreted as software) bought from the intermediate good pro-
ducers; the intermediate good sector produces the immaterial capital (sold
to the equipment sector) using only labor; the R&D sector researches for
new varieties of immaterial capital and in this way increases the range of
softwares (horizontal di¤erentiation).
In this model technological progress is mainly embodied (the idea is that
the new softwares can only be run on the most recent hardware) and the inno-
vators have a market power represented by copyrights, in order to stimulate
4innovation and growth (in particular, innovation corresponds to an expan-
sion in the varieties of softwares that are available). All these elements are
important to reproduce the essential characteristics of the ICT sector.
2.1 The …nal good sector
The …nal good sector produces a composite good (used to consume or to
invest in physical capital) using e¢cient capital (bought from the equip-
ment sector) and labor. Production is obtained through the following Cobb-





t ® 2 [0;1] (1)
where zt representstotal factor productivity (disembodied technological progress).






where Es represents the e¢cient capital bought from the equipment sector
at time s and ± is the physical depreciation rate (constant).

















represent the discount factors at time t and at time s respectively, r¿ is the
interest rate at time ¿, ws is the wage for labor input at time s and dt is the
price of e¢cient capital at time t. The representative …rm chooses e¢cient
capital and labor input in order to maximize its discounted pro…ts taking






















s = ws 8s ¸ t (4)








that is the demand for labor by the …nal good sector.
2.2 The equipment sector
The equipment sector produces e¢cient capital (sold to the …nal good sector)
using physical capital (hardware) bought from the …nal good producers and
immaterial capital (software) bought from the intermediate good producers.





t ¸ 2 (0;1) (6)
where et is a productivity variable, It represents physical capital (hardware)
and Qt represents immaterial capital (software). The immaterial capital is












where nt is the number of varieties of intermediate input available in t, xi;t
is the quantity of intermediate input of variety i used in t and ¾ > 1 is the
elasticity of substitution between two varieties.
The pro…ts of the equipment sector at time t are:
¼
0




6where pi;t isthe price of software of variety i at time t. The representative …rm
chooses the investment in physical capital and in immaterial capital in order








The …rst order conditions for this problem are:
(1 ¡ ¸)dtetq
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= pi;t 8i 2 [0;nt] (9)
where qt =
Qt









that is the demand for intermediate input i by the …rms of the equipment
sector at time t (here we have de…ned Á = ¸
1¡¸).
2.3 The intermediate good sector
The intermediate good sector produces immaterial capital (software, sold to
the equipment sector) and it researches for new varieties, in order to expand
the range of software.
The variety i of software is produced according to a linear technology
that uses labor as the only input:
xi;t = ¿tLi;t (11)
where Li;t is the labor employed in the intermediate good sector and ¿t
represents labor productivity. The producer behaves monopolistically (since
market power is given by the presence of copyrights which have an in…nite
7lifetime - i.e. the inventor of a newvariety of software obtainsthese copyrights
forever -) and its pro…t is:
¼
00







The price of output is chosen so as to maximize this pro…t subject to the



































8i 2 [0;nt] (12)
i.e. the output price is a mark-up over unit labor cost.
2.4 The R&D sector
Besides producing softwares, the intermediate good sector researches for new
varieties of immaterial capital, in order to expand their range. In this version
of the model we assume the so-called ”lab equipment” speci…cation of R&D
(see Rivera-Batiz and Romer (1991)), according to which the cost to create
a new type of product (i.e. a new variety of software) is …xed at ´ units of
Y . There will be entry of new …rms in the economy until this cost is equal
to the discounted ‡ow of pro…ts linked to one invention, and this equilibrium





































After the 4 sectors that characterize the economy it is also possible to con-
sider the household present in this economy. With reference to this aspect,
the representative household consumes, saves for future consumption and






i.e. it is the discounted sum of instantaneous utilities from 0 to 1, where ½
is the psychological discount factor and the instantaneous utility function is
assumed logarithmic. The corresponding budget constraint is:
At+1 = (1 + rt+1)At + wtL ¡ Ct (13)
where At represents the assets detained by the household at time t.
The representative household chooses the assets detained in order to max-






and the …rst order condition for this problem leads to:
Ct+1
Ct
= (1 + rt+1)½ (14)
that, together with the usual transversality condition, is su¢cient for an
optimum.
93 The equilibrium
It is now possible to characterize the equilibrium of the economy in the model
considered, that is determined by the equilibrium on the labor market and
on the …nal good market.
First of all, equilibrium on the labor market implies that the labor force
is employed either in the …nal good sector or in the intermediate good sector:




where the supply of labor can be normalized to 1 (i.e. L = 1).
Equilibrium on the …nal good market, then, implies:
Yt = Ct + It + ´ 4 nt (16)
where ´ 4 nt is the cost of research for new varieties.
3.1 The equilibrium conditions
We can now derive the di¤erent equilibrium conditions, that summarize the
…rst order optimality conditions and the market equilibrium relationships
derived above.
First of all, the demand for labor by the …nal good sector is given by
equation (5), while the demand for labor by the intermediate good sector



































t = 1 (17)
The equilibrium on the …nal good market can be obtained from equations










= Ct + It + ´ 4 nt (18)
10The law of motion for qt can be obtained substituting the expression (5)

























The optimal consumption is then given by equation (14):
Ct+1
Ct
= (1 + rt+1)½ (20)
while the accumulation rule of capital is obtained from equations (2) and (6)
and is:




t can be seen as a measure of embodied technological progress (in
contrast to the variable zt that appears in the …nal good sector and that
measures disembodied or neutral technological progress).













that links the embodied technological progress to the expansion in the vari-
eties of intermediate products.




































The two expressions for t and t+ 1 are therefore:
¿
1¡¾






























and subtracting the second from the …rst:
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1¡¾











These results can be summarized in the following Proposition:
Proposition 1 Given the initial conditions K¡1 and n¡1 an equilibrium is
a path:
fwt;qt;Ct;It;Kt;nt;rt+1gt¸0
that satis…es the equations (17) ¡ (23) illustrated above.
3.2 The balanced growth path
After the characterization of the equilibrium, the next step is the analysis
of the balanced growth path of the model. In this case we assume that
the exogenous productivity variables zt, et and ¿t and the interest rate rt
are constant in the long term, while each endogenous variable grows at a
constant rate along a balanced growth path. In general, if gx is the growth




Since a balanced growth path must satisfy the equations (17)¡(23), we have
seven restrictions among the various growth factors, that are:
gw;gq;gC;gI;gK;gn
In particular, it is possible to rewrite each of the equations (17) ¡ (23) sub-
stituting each variable with the corresponding expression similar to (24). In
this way, from equation (17) we get:
gK(gw)
¡ 1




12From equation (18) we obtain:
gC = gI = gn = gK(gw)
¡ 1¡®
® (26)
(and from the good market equilibrium also gY = gC = gI = gn). From




® = 1 (27)
From equation (20) we have:
gC = (1 + r)½ (28)
From equation (21) we obtain:
gK = (gq)
¸ gI (29)





Finally, from equation (23) we have:
(gw)
1¡¾(gq)
1¡¾gI = 1 (31)
In correspondence of a balanced growth path, the various growth rates
must therefore satisfy the restrictions expressed by equations (25)¡(31), and
using these restrictions it is possible to determine the relations among the
di¤erent growth rates.








From (26) we then have:
gC = gI = gn = (gq)
¸®
1¡®





and since we also have gn = (gq)
¸®
1¡® it must be ¾ =
1¡®+2¸®
1¡®+¸® (this restriction
is a consequence of the ”lab-equipment” speci…cation for R&D). We then







In conclusion, the …ve unknowns of the problem (gw, gq, gY , gK, r) are
related by a system of four equations (the equations (25) ¡ (28), while (29)
and (31) are redundant and (30) is used to obtain the expression for ¾ derived
above), and for given gq all the other unknowns can be found, and therefore
they are parameterized by gq. The results are expressed in the following
Proposition:
Proposition 2 If qt grows at a factor gq > 1, then all the other variables
grow at strictly positive rates with:






Hence, along a balanced growth path output, consumption, investment,
number of varietiesand wagesgrowat the same rate, while the stock of capital
grows faster (since it includes improvements in the embodied productivity).
The system is therefore able to display growth of the economy.
3.3 The stationarized dynamic system and the steady
state system
The next step of the analysis is the study of the restrictions on the long-
run levels, that give the additional information necessary to determine gq.
Computing these restrictions from the dynamic system expressed by equa-
tions (17)¡(23) (i.e. rewriting the equations substituting each variable with
the corresponding expression similar to (24)), we end with 7 equations for
148 unknowns (w, q, C, I, K, n, r and gq - since all the other growth rates
can be expressed in terms of gq -). The system in terms of levels is there-
fore undetermined (this is a usual property of endogenous growth models),
but it is possible to rewrite it in such a way that we get rid of this indeter-
minacy. This is done by ”stationarizing” the equations by means of some
auxiliary variables, that is by rewriting the system in terms of variables that
are stationary (i.e. constant) in the steady state. More precisely, the dy-
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b nt = nt
wt gt = nt
nt¡1 rt
These variables are such that they are constant in the steady state, for in-





























and therefore they are stationary variables. As a consequence, it is possible
to obtain the stationarized dynamic system corresponding to the equations
(17) ¡ (23). In particular, from equation (17) we obtain:
((1 ¡ ®)zt)
1











t b ntb q
1¡¾
t b It = 1 (32)




t b Ktb n
1
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t (1 ¡ ®)
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gt+1 = (1 + rt+1)½ (35)
15From (21) we then have:
b Kt ¡ (1 ¡ ±) b Kt¡1g
¡ 1
®
t = etb q
¸
















Finally, from (23) we have:
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1¡¾







t b It (38)
The equations (32) ¡ (38) represent therefore the stationarized dynamic
system corresponding to the original system formed by equations (17)¡(23).
As for the original system, also in the stationarized one there are two pre-
determined variables, b Kt and gt, therefore the stationarization doesn’t alter
the dynamic order of the original system.
At this point we can consider the steady state system corresponding to
the stationarized system, to this end it is possible to de…ne the following






b C = C
w b I = I




b n = n
w g = gn r
and to observe that we can write:
lim
t!+1zt = z lim
t!+1et = e lim
t!+1¿t = ¿
The stationarized steady state systemis nowgiven by the followingequations:
((1 ¡ ®)z)
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1¡¾b I = 1 (39)
z
1
® b Kb n
1
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® = 1 (41)
g = (1 + r)½ (42)
b K
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We therefore have a system of 7 equations with 7 unknowns (b q, b C, b I, b K,
b n, g, r) that can be solved (at least from a theoretical point of view). In
reality, given the complexity of the long-run steady state, it is impossible
to derive an analytical solution. Nevertheless it is possible to obtain some
interesting intermediate results, in particular it is possible to express each of
the other unknowns as a function of the growth factor g, because there are
explicit functions expressing the long-run levels (b q, b C, b I, b K, b n, r) exclusively
in terms of g.
First of all, from equation (42) we have:




From (41) we then have:












From (44) we obtain:
























1 ¡ (1 ¡ ±)g¡ 1
®
(¤¤)
and putting (¤) and (¤¤) into (39) we get:










From (40) we now have:
b C = ª b C(g) = z
1
® e
1 ¡ (1 ¡ ±)g¡ 1
®
(ªb q(g))
¸ ªb I(g)(1 ¡ ®)
1¡®







and …nally from (¤¤) we have:
b K = ª b K(g) =
e







In conclusion, the following result holds:
Proposition 3 At any growth factor g; there exist explicit functions express-
ing the long-run levels b q, b C, b I, b K, b n, r exclusively in terms of g:
b q = ªb q(g) b C = ª b C(g) b I = ªb I(g)
b K = ª b K(g) b n = ªb n(g) r = ªr(g)
From these expressions, some other interesting results can be deduced.
In particular, it can be observed that ªb I(g) doesn’t depend neither on z nor
on e nor on ¿ (the variables that measure the productivity, respectively, in
the …nal good sector, in the e¢cient capital sector and in the intermediate
good sector) - in fact, substituting in ªb I(g) the expression corresponding
to ªb q(g) that appears in the denominator, the terms in z and e cancel out
18-. Furthermore, the function ªb q(g) depends (negatively) on z and e and
the functions ªb n(g), ª b K(g) and ª b C(g) depend on z, e and ¿ (in particular
the …rst function is positively related to these variables, while the other
two functions are negatively related to them). In addition, if we consider
equation (45) and we substitute b I and b q1¡¾ by their respective g-functional
expressions, we obtain an equation involving only g that depends on z, e
and ¿, and this means that the long term growth factor is a¤ected by the
productivity variables z, e and ¿.
All these results can be summarized in the following Proposition:
Proposition 4 Assuming that a solution for the steady state system exists,
the long run values of z and e a¤ect the stationary values b q, b n, b K and b C and
the long run value of ¿ a¤ects the stationary values b n, b K and b C. Furthermore
z, e and ¿ have an impact on the long term growth factor g.
According to these results, permanent changes in zt (the productivity in
the …nal good sector), in et (the productivity in the e¢cient capital sector)
and in ¿t (the labor productivity in the intermediate good sector) will a¤ect
the long run growth rate of the economy. This is the main di¤erence of this
version of the model (based on the ”lab-equipment” speci…cation of R&D)
with respect to the version without ”lab-equipment” speci…cation of R&D,
in which long term growth turns out to be insensitive to changes in zt and
et (in that case only if the productivity of R&D is boosted, stimulating the
creation of softwares, there is long term growth of the economy). Considering
for instance the e¤ects of changes in zt, the di¤erence between the version of
the model without ”lab-equipment” and the version with ”lab-equipment” is
based on the fact that in both versions long term growth relies on horizontal
di¤erentiation of R&D, but in the ”lab-equipment” version the production
function in the R&D sector is implicitly the same as in the …nal good sector,
while in the other version the production function in the R&D sector is more
labor intensive. The result is that a shock on the total factor productivity of
the …nal good sector has an e¤ect on long termgrowth in the ”lab-equipment”
model (because it corresponds to a shock on the productivity of the R&D
sector, that is the engine of growth in this kind of model), while it doesn’t
have this e¤ect in the other model.
These are the results that can be obtained analytically; in order to get
further insights it is necessary to resort to numerical simulation, in fact from
Proposition 3 we can derive the following Corollary:
19Corollary 5 There exists an explicit function ª(g) such that the long run
equilibrium growth factor solves the equation ª(g) = 0.
This means that by using the g-functional expressions of the long run
levels (those of Proposition 3) in any equation of the steady state system it
is possible to obtain an explicit equation involving only g, in this way the
system can be reduced to an explicit scalar equation involving the growth
factor g, and once this equation is solved the remaining long run levels can
be determined using the explicit g-functions. The problem is that the equa-
tion ª(g) = 0 (that gives the eventual steady state growth factor) is very
complicated (given the complexity of the long run steady state), and it is
impossible to derive an analytical solution. For this reason, to obtain further
results it is necessary to resort to the numerical simulation of the model.
4 Simulation of the model
The model described above can be simulated numerically in order to verify
the analytical …ndingsand toget some other insights, concerning in particular
the behavior of the economy as a consequence of shocks that can hit the
system and the robustness of the model. This requires a calibration, that is
chosen in such a way that it reproduces the essential features of the ”new
economy” on the basis of the empirical evidence available.
4.1 Calibration
The calibration of the model is tailored on the data of the US economy,
therefore the di¤erent parameters are …xed to values that can be considered
reasonable on the basis of the empirical data, and they are also chosen in
order to match a series of moments of the steady state of the model. In
particular, in the benchmark case the labor share in the …nal good sector
1 ¡ ® is equal to 0:65 (hence ® = 0:35), while the share of software in the
production of e¢cient capital ¸ is equal to 0:85 (this parameter, together
with the labor productivity in the intermediate good sector ¿, is used to
calibrate the size of the new economy in terms of the labor force employed
in the intermediate good and in the R&D sector). As a consequence, the
elasticity of substitution between varieties of softwares ¾ is equal to 1:311.
1These values imply a mark-up rate of about 4, which can be considered very high
and therefore not realistic. The reason is that, as a consequence of the ”lab-equipment”
20The rate of depreciation of physical capital ± is 10%, and the psychological
discount factor ½ is 97%. The productivity in the …nal good sector z is then
equal to 3, while the productivity in the equipment sector e is …xed to 12
(in this way we have a ratio capital to output of 2) and the productivity
in the intermediate good sector ¿ is equal to 0:25 (this, together with the
value chosen for the parameter ¸, implies that about 8% of the labor force
is employed in the intermediate good and in the R&D sector). Finally, the
cost of a new variety of software expressed in units of output ´ (that derives
from the ”lab-equipment” speci…cation for R&D) is used to calibrate the size
of the R&D sector and is equal to 20 (in this way the R&D expenditure is
approximately equal to 3:5% of GDP). We have therefore:
Parameter Symbol V alue
Labor share in the …nal good sector 1 ¡ ® 0:65
Share of software in the production of e¢cient capital ¸ 0:85
Elasticity of substitution between varieties of sofwares ¾ 1:31
Rate of depreciation of physical capital ± 0:10
Psychological discount factor ½ 0:97
Total factor productivity in the …nal good sector z 3
Total factor productivity in the equipment sector e 12
Labor productivity in the intermediate good sector ¿ 0:25
Cost of a new variety of software in units of output ´ 20
Table 1: Values of the parameters, benchmark case
and the corresponding relevant moments of the steady state that are
reproduced are:
Labor share in intermediate and research sector 8%
Capital/output ratio 2
R&D expenditure in terms of GDP 3:5%
Interest rate 3:9%
Table 2: Relevant moments of the steady state, benchmark case
assumption introduced in this model, the elasticity of substitution ¾ (and hence the mark-
up, equal to ¾
¾¡1) is strictly linked to the parameters ® and ¸. When we choose for these
parameters values that allow to match the moments of the steady state we are interested
in, this high mark-up rate appears.
21With these values, the model leads to a growth rate of output equal to
0:8% per year, that can be interpreted as the part of output growth generated
by embodied technical progress, and is in line with the available data (see
for instance Greenwood, Hercowitz and Krusell (1997)). Furthermore, for
this parameterization the model has a unique steady state equilibrium with
positive growth, and this equilibrium is locally a saddle point (for simulations
and stability assesmentsthe ”Dynare” package - see Juillard (1996) - has been
used).
At this point, the benchmark case can be used …rst of all to verify the
e¤ects on the calibrated version of the model of di¤erent types of shocks that
can interest the economy. More precisely, after that the steady state for the
initial calibration of the model has been computed, a shock on a particular
variable is considered (here all the shocks have an intensity equal to 1%), then
the new steady state is obtained and the dynamics of transition from the old
steady state to the new one is determined. In this way it is also possible to
determine the magnitude of the e¤ects of the shocks on the relevant variables
in the short and in the long run, and this is an interesting contribution of
the analysis developed.
The benchmark case, then, can be used also to verify the robustness of
the model. With reference to this aspect, starting from the benchmark it
is possible to consider signi…cant changes in the relevant parameters and to
simulate again the model (in order to verify the response of the economy to
the di¤erent shocks when the new values of the parameters are taken into
account). The results obtained show that the model is su¢ciently robust,
and represent therefore another important contribution of the present study.
4.2 The benchmark case: productivity shocks
The …rst result that can be obtained with the calibrated version of the model
described above is represented by the analysis of the e¤ects of shocks that
can hit the economy. The shocks considered are productivity shocks, more
precisely it is possible to consider a shock on z (the productivity in the …nal
good sector), a shock on e (the productivity in the equipment - e¢cient
capital - sector) and a shock on ¿ (the productivity in the intermediate good
- software - sector); it is also possible to analyse how the economy reacts to
a reduction in ´ (the cost of a new variety of software in units of output).
All the shocks considered are permanent (from t = 0) and have an intensity
22equal to 1%.
The …rst simulation concerns a shock on the …nal good sector productivity
parameter z, that is increased permanently by 1%. From the analytical
results (Proposition 4) we know that this should have an impact on the long
term growth rate (this is a central di¤erence of the version of the model with
”lab-equipment” with respect to the version without ”lab-equipment”), and
the simulation con…rms this result. In e¤ect, both the growth rate of e¢cient
capital and the growth rate of production (that, in this version of the model,
is also equal to the growth rate of the number of patents, i.e. of softwares)
increase in the long run (Figures 1:1 and 1:2 - the values reported are those
of the growth factors, from which those of the growth rates can be easily
deduced -). This is due to the fact that the ”lab-equipment” speci…cation
implies that the production function in the R&D sector is the same as in the
…nal good sector. As a consequence, an increase in the productivity of the
…nal good sector is equivalent to an increase in the productivity of the R&D
sector, and since this sector is the engine of growth in the model (through
the expansion in the varieties of softwares) this determines an e¤ect on long
term growth.
In particular, the increase in the productivity of the …nal good sector
reduces the cost of production of the …nal good and initially determines
a reallocation of the labor force favorable to the …nal good sector and at
the expenses of the intermediate good sector. As a consequence, in the
…rst period immediately after the shock there is a very strong increase in
the growth rates (almost 8%), due to the contemporaneous increase in the
productivity and in the labor force of the …nal good sector. At the same
time, the labor force employed in the intermediate good sector (i.e. in the
production of software) is characterised by an important reduction (about
1:3%). As time passes, then, the labor force employed in the …nal good
sector reduces (because productive capacity has reached its maximum) and
there is again a reallocation of this labor force in favor of the intermediate
good sector. As a consequence, the growth rates partially reduce, and the
long run e¤ect is an increase in both the growth rate of e¢cient capital and
the growth rate of production (of more than 4:5%) with respect to the initial
steady state values. For the same reason the initial reduction in the labor
force employed in the intermediate good sector is almost completely recovered
in the following two periods, and from t = 4 there is a small increase (with
respect to the initial steady state value). The long run result is that, as a
consequence of an increase in the productivity of the …nal good sector, there
2324is a small reallocation (about 0:1%) of workers from the …nal good sector
to the intermediate good sector (Figure 1:3). The last result concerns the
interest rate (Figure 1:4), that decreases immediately after the shock (of
about 0:5%), then recovers and in the long run has an increase of about 1%
with respect to the initial value.
The second simulation considered concerns a shock on the equipment sec-
tor productivity parameter e, that is increased permanently by 1%. Also in
this case we know from the analytical results that this should have an im-
pact on the long run growth rate (contrary to what happens in the version
of the model without ”lab-equipment”), and the simulation again con…rms
this result. As before, this long run e¤ect is due to the fact that the ”lab-
equipment” speci…cation implies the same production function in the …nal
good sector and in the R&D sector. In this case an increase in the produc-
tivity of the equipment sector increases the production of e¢cient capital
and therefore of the …nal good, this corresponds to an expansion in the R&D
sector and since this sector is the engine of growth in the model the result is
an e¤ect on long term growth. Nevertheless, the short run behavior of the
variables is very di¤erent with respect to the situation that we have in the
case of a shock on the productivity of the …nal good sector (in fact it is the
opposite).
In e¤ect, the increase of productivity in the equipment sector increases the
pro…tability of producinge¢cient capital and increasesthe marginal return to
both softwares and hardware, stimulating the demand for these inputs. This
in turn stimulates the creation and production of softwares and determines
an initial strong increase (about 2%) in the labor fraction employed in the
intermediate good sector (while in the case of a shock on the productivity
of the …nal good sector in the short run there is a reallocation of workers in
favor of the …nal good sector), launching the growth of the economy. Since
this growth is based on the expansion of the intermediate good sector (and
not directly of the …nal good sector), nevertheless, the increase of the growth
rates is less strong than in the …rst simulation considered, and it requires
more time. In fact, initially there is a reduction of both the growth rate of
e¢cient capital and the growth rate of production (due to the reduction of
the labor force in the …nal good sector, that a¤ects growth directly, while
in the …rst simulation considered initially there is a strong increase of these
growth rates) - the decrease with respect to the initial steady state values is
of the order of 3% -, then from t = 2 these growth rates recover and in the
2526long run they increase (of about 1:5%) with respect to their initial steady
state values (Figures 2:1 and 2:2). Furthermore, the initial strong reallocation
of workers in favor of the intermediate good sector is not long lasting, in fact
in a few periods the labor fraction in the software sector returns to a level
that is only slightly higher (about 0:05%) than the initial steady state value
(since labor force reallocates in favor of the …nal good sector, contributing to
the increase in the growth rates from t = 2), and remains to this level in the
long run (Figure 2:3). A similar behavior is that of the interest rate, that
immediately after the shock increases of 2:5%, then returns to a level only
slightly higher (about 0:3%) than the initial one (Figure 2:4).
The same kind of results obtained considering a shock on the productivity
of the equipment sector hold when we consider a shock on the intermediate
good sector productivity parameter ¿, increased permanently by 1%. Also
in this case, in fact, there is a permanent e¤ect on growth (always due to
the fact that the ”lab-equipment” speci…cation implies the same production
function in the …nal good sector and in the R&D sector). In this situation the
increase in the productivity of the intermediate good sector reduces the cost
of production of softwares and hence determines an initial strong reallocation
of the labor force favorable to this sector. In fact, in the …rst period after
the shock there is an increase (of more than 1:5%) in the labor fraction that
is employed in the intermediate good sector, at the expenses of the labor
force employed in the …nal good sector. As before, since in this situation the
growth of the economy is based on the expansion of the intermediate good
sector (and not directly of the …nal good sector), it is less strong than in the
…rst simulation considered and it requires more time. In fact, initially there
is a reduction of both the growth rate of e¢cient capital and the growth
rate of production (due to the reduction of the labor force in the …nal good
sector, that a¤ects growth directly) - the decrease with respect to the initial
steady state values is of the order of 2:5% -, then from t = 2 these growth
rates start to rise again and in the long run they increase (of about 1:5%)
with respect to their initial steady state values (Figures 3:1 and 3:2). We
also have that the increase in the labor force employed in the intermediate
good sector is not long lasting, in fact after a few periods the labor fraction
in the software sector returns to a level only slightly higher (about 0:05%)
than the initial value (since labor force reallocates in favor of the …nal good
sector, determining the increase in the growth rates from t = 2) and remains
to this level in the long run (Figure 3:3). The same kind of behavior, …nally,
2728can be observed for the interest rate, that increases (of about 2%) im-
mediately after the shock, then decreases and in the long run reaches a level
slightly higher (about 0:3%) than the initial one (Figure 3:4).
After the shocks on the productivity variables described above, it is also
possible to analyse how the economy reacts to a decrease in ´, the cost
to create a new variety of software in units of output (as a consequence
of the ”lab-equipment” speci…cation adopted for R&D), equal to 1%. The
results turn out to be very close to those obtained in the …rst simulation,
where an increase in the productivity of the …nal good sector was considered.
In particular, the e¤ect on the long run growth rate of a reduction in ´
is permanent (due to the fact that, in this model, the R&D sector is the
engine of growth), and it is an increase in both the growth rate of e¢cient
capital and the growth rate of production (Figures 4:1 and 4:2). In particular,
the reduction in ´ determines a temporary reallocation of the labor force
favorable to the …nal good sector and at the expenses of the intermediate
good sector. As a consequence, in the …rst period after the decrease of ´
there is a very strong increase in the growth rates (about 8%), due to the
increase in the labor force of the …nal good sector. At the same time, the
labor force employed in the intermediate good sector is characterised by
an important reduction (of the order of 1:5%). As time passes, then, the
labor force employed in the …nal good sector reduces and there is again a
reallocation of this labor force in favor of the intermediate good sector. As
a consequence, the growth rates partially reduce, and the long run e¤ect is
an increase in both the growth rate of e¢cient capital and the growth rate
of production of about 4:5% with respect to the initial steady state values.
For the same reason, the initial reduction in the labor force employed in the
intermediate good sector is almost completely recovered in the following two
periods, and the long run e¤ect is a small increase (about 0:1%) with respect
to the initial steady state value (Figure 4:3). The last result concerns the
interest rate (Figure 4:4), that decreases immediately after the decrease in ´
(of about 1%), then recovers and in the long run has an increase (of about
1%) with respect to the initial steady state level.
The results of the simulations illustrated above can be used also to com-
pare the di¤erent shocks. First of all, it is possible to observe that the
various shocks considered a¤ect in a di¤erent measure the growth rates and
the allocation of the labor force between …nal good sector and intermediate
2930good sector (it also turns out that the shock on the productivity of the
…nal good sector and that on the cost of the R&D sector produce very similar
consequences, and the same is true for the shock on the productivity of
the equipment sector and for that on the productivity of the intermediate
good sector). In particular, the increase in the productivity of the …nal good
sector z and the decrease in the cost to create a new variety of software
´ both determine a strong increase in the growth rate of e¢cient capital
and in the growth rate of production (that then partially reduce), while the
increase in the productivity of the equipment sector e and the increase in
the productivity of the intermediate good sector ¿ have a less strong e¤ect
on these growth rates (that initially decrease, then increase). With reference
to the allocation of the labor force, the increase in z and the decrease in
´ initially determine a reallocation of the labor force favorable to the …nal
good sector and at the expenses of the intermediate good sector (then the
situation reverses), while the increase in e and the increase in ¿ have the
opposite e¤ect (initially the labor force employed in the intermediate good
sector increases, then decreases). Finally, with reference to the interest rate,
the increase in z and the decrease in ´ initially determine a decrease in the
interest rate (that then increases), while the increase in e and the increase in
¿ have the opposite e¤ect (initally the interest rate increases, then decreases).
All these results can be summarized in the following Table:
increase in z increase in e
decrease in ´ increase in ¿
growth rate of e¢cient capital …rst " …rst #
then # (partially) then "
growth rate of production …rst " …rst #
then # (partially) then "
labor force in intermediate sector …rst # …rst "
then " then #
interest rate …rst # …rst "
then " then #
Table 3: Qualitative e¤ects of di¤erent types of shocks, benchmark case
31The last aspect concerns the quantitative e¤ects determined by the di¤er-
ent types of shocks on the relevant variables in the long run. The conclusion
is that the increase in z and the decrease in ´ have the strongest e¤ect on
growth (since, on the one hand, the …nal good sector a¤ects growth directly,
and on the other hand the R&D sector represents the engine of growth in
this model) - the long run e¤ect of the two types of shocks is an increase in
the growth rate of e¢cient capital and in the growth rate of production of
about 4:5% with respect to the initial steady state values -. On the contrary,
the increase in e and the increase in ¿ have a less strong e¤ect on growth
(since these sectors a¤ect growth indirectly) - the long run e¤ect of these
two other types of shocks is an increase in the growth rates of about 1:5%
with respect to the initial steady state values -. Furthermore, the shocks on
z and on ´ have a stronger e¤ect also on the labor force employed in the
intermediate good sector (that, in the long run, increases of about 0:1% with
respect to the initial steady state value, while the increase is of the order of
0:05% when the shocks on e and on ¿ are considered) and on the interest rate
(the increase in the long run is 1% with respect to the initial steady state
value, while it is only 0:3% when the shocks on e and on ¿ are analysed).
All these results are reported in the following Table:
shock on z shock on e
shock on ´ shock on ¿
growth rate of e¢cient capital +4:5% +1:5%
growth rate of production +4:5% +1:5%
labor force in intermediate sector +0:1% +0:05%
interest rate +1% +0:3%
Table 4: Long run quantitative e¤ects (with respect to the initial steady
state levels) of di¤erent types of shocks, benchmark case
4.3 The benchmark case: robustness analysis
The benchmark case presented above can be used alsoto verify the robustness
of the model. The idea in this case is to start from the benchmark and to
modify signi…cantly some parameter. With this new value of the parameter
that has been changed the model is then simulated again, and the e¤ects of
the di¤erent shocks are studied (exactly as in the benchmark case). If the
results are su¢ciently close to those obtained for the initial parameterization,
32it is possible to conclude that the model is robust, and this represents a good
property of the model itself.
In particular, three types of changes in the parameters are considered.
The …rst is a change in ¸ (the share of software in the production of e¢-
cient capital), that is used to study the e¤ect of a variation in the level of
competition in the economy (since this parameter in‡uences the elasticity of
substitution ¾ and hence the mark-up rate). The second is a change in z
(the productivity in the …nal good sector), that is used to analyse the e¤ect
of a change in the technology. The third is a change in ´ (the cost of a new
variety of software in units of output), that is used to study the consequences
of a variation in the cost of R&D.
The most interesting aspect for this kind of analysis is represented by
the e¤ects of the di¤erent shocks on the relevant variables in the long run.
These e¤ects have been discussed, for the benchmark case, in the previous
subsection (and are summarized in Table 4); they can now be determined
for the di¤erent cases that depart from the benchmark, in order to verify the
robustness of the model.
The …rst variation that is considered with respect to the benchmark is a
change in the parameter ¸ (that a¤ects the competition in the economy). In
particular, the value of this parameter changes from 0:85 (as in the bench-
mark) to 0:95 (hence the change is larger than 10%), while the values of all
the other parameters remain unchanged with respect to the benchmark. At
this point, the new steady state of the model is computed, then the simula-
tions are performed (exactly as in the initial version of the model) and the
di¤erent types of shocks considered in the benchmark case are introduced.
First of all, with the new value of ¸ the growth rate in the steady state isequal
to 0:96%, we then have that the behavior of the economy, as a consequence
of the shocks, is very close to the one obtained in the initial calibration of the
model. In particular, both the shocks on z and on ´ determine an initial very
strong increase in the growth rates (than then partially reduce) and an initial
reduction in the labor fraction of the intermediate sector and in the interest
rate (that then recover and in the long run increase with respect to the initial
steady state values). On the contrary, the shocks on e and on ¿ produce an
initial reduction in the growth rates (that then recover and in the long run
increase with respect to the initial values) and an increase in the labor force
of the intermediate sector and in the interest rate (that then decrease and
reach a level, in the long run, only slightly higher than the initial one). It is
then important to evaluate the magnitude of the e¤ects of the shocks on the
33di¤erent variables in the long run, in order to make a comparison with the
benchmark case; the values obtained are the following:
shock shock shock shock
on z on e on ¿ on ´
growth rate of e¢cient capital +4% +1:4% +1:4% +4%
growth rate of production +4% +1:4% +1:3% +4%
labor force in intermediate sector +0:2% +0:1% +0:1% +0:2%
interest rate +1% +0:5% +0:5% +1%
Table 5: Long-run quantitative e¤ects (with respect to the initial steady
state levels) of di¤erent types of shocks, case 1 (higher ¸ with respect to the
benchmark)
From their analysis it turns out that they are very close to those obtained
in the benchmark case, hence the model proves to be robust with respect to
the change introduced in the parameter ¸. With reference to this …rst case
considered in the robustness study of the model, …rst of all it is possible to
observe that the increase in ¸ determines an increase in ¾ (the elasticity of
substitution between varieties of softwares) and a decrease in the mark-up
rate, that corresponds to an increase in the level of competition in the econ-
omy. It is known that in the variety expanding growth models (like the one
considered here) the relationship between mark-up and growth is not neces-
sarily positive (as a consequence of the presence of the so-called ”resource
competition e¤ect”), and in fact this is what happens in the present model,
where a decrease in the mark-up is accompanied by an increase (and not a
decrease) in the growth rate.
When, in this context, we consider the di¤erent typesof shocksintroduced
in the previous subsection, then, we get that the long run e¤ects on the
growth rates are lower than in the benchmark (this is true especially for
the shocks on z and on ´, whose e¤ects on the growth rates are 0:5% lower
than in the benchmark). This is due to the fact that a higher value of ¸
determines not only an increase in the elasticity of substitution ¾, but also in
the demand for the intermediate good (software). As a consequence, a shock
on z or on ´ determines (as in the benchmark case) an initial reallocation
of workers favorable to the …nal good sector and at the expenses of the
intermediate good sector, nevertheless this reallocation is less strong than
34in the benchmark case (because higher labor force in the intermediate good
sector is now necessary to face the increased demand determined by the
increase in ¸). The dynamicsis then of the same type analysed in the previous
subsection, and the …nal result is an increase in the growth rates, but this
increase is less strong than in the benchmark case. For the same reason (i.e.
the increased demand of the intermediate good) the shocks on z and on ´
have a higher long run e¤ect (with respect to the benchmark) on the labor
force employed in the intermediate good sector. When a shock on e or on ¿
is considered the situation is similar (even if, as in the benchmark case, the
short run dynamics are di¤erent with respect to the case of a shock on z or
on ´) and the long run e¤ects are less strong than those obtained when the
shocks on z or on ´ are considered (since the shocks on e and on ¿ a¤ect
growth only indirectly). Also in this case the fact that higher labor force in
the intermediate sector is needed to satisfy the increased demand determines,
in the long run, an increase in the growth rates lower than in the benchmark
case, and an increase in the labor force of the intermediate sector higher than
in the benchmark.
The second variation considered concerns the parameter z (hence the
technology of the economic system), that changes from 3 to 3:5 (i. e. of
more than 15%), while again the values of all the other parameters remain
unchanged with respect to the benchmark. Also in this case the new steady
state of the model is computed and the simulations are performed. The
new growth rate in the steady state turns out to be 1:45%, and again the
economy reacts qualitatively to the di¤erent shocks as in the benchmark case;
in particular, then, the quantitative e¤ects of the shocks on the di¤erent
variables are the following:
shock shock shock shock
on z on e on ¿ on ´
growth rate of e¢cient capital +3:4% +1:2% +1% +3%
growth rate of production +3:4% +1:4% +1:4% +3%
labor force in intermediate sector +0:1% +0:1% +0:1% +0:1%
interest rate +1% +0:4% +0:4% +1%
Table 6: Long-run quantitative e¤ects (with respect to the initial steady
state levels) of di¤erent types of shocks, case 2 (higher z with respect to the
benchmark)
35Again it is possible to observe that they are su¢ciently close to the values
obtained in the benchmark case, hence also when a change in z is introduced
the model proves to be robust. Considering the di¤erent shocks, then, in this
situation we have that the long run e¤ects on the growth rates are lower than
in the benchmark case (and also lower than in the situation examined before,
where an increase in ¸ was assumed). This is true especially for the shocks
on z and on ´ (whose long run e¤ects on the growth rates are about 1% lower
than in the benchmark case), and can be explained observing that, with the
new value of z, the initial growth rates in the steady state are quite large. As
a consequence, shocks on the di¤erent parameters still determine increases in
these growth rates (following the same dynamics of the benchmark model),
but these increases are proportionally less strong than in the benchmark case,
where the initial level of the growth rates was lower.
The last variation considered is that of the parameter ´ (that is a measure
of the cost of R&D), that changes from 20 to 17 (hence exactly of 15%), while
the other parametersremain at the values of the benchmark. The new growth
rate in the steady state in this case is 1:45%; the model is then simulated
and the di¤erent types of shocks are introduced, and also in this situation
the qualitative behavior of the economy in response to these shocks is the
same of the benchmark case, while the quantitative e¤ects are the following:
shock shock shock shock
on z on e on ¿ on ´
growth rate of e¢cient capital +3% +1% +1% +3%
growth rate of production +3:5% +1% +1:4% +3%
labor force in intermediate sector +0:1% +0:1% +0:1% +0:1%
interest rate +1% +0:4% +0:2% +1%
Table 7: Long-run quantitative e¤ects (with respect to the initial steady
state levels) of di¤erent types of shocks, case 3 (lower ´ with respect to the
benchmark)
Also in this situation they are close to the values obtained for the original
parameterization of the model, that therefore is su¢cienlty robust also with
respect to changes in ´. In particular, it is possible to observe that, as in the
previous situation, the long run e¤ects of the di¤erent shocks on the growth
rates are lower than in the benchmark case (and also lower than in the case
36in which a higher ¸ was assumed). This is true also for the shocks on e and
on ¿ (whose long run e¤ects on the growth rates are 0:5% lower than in the
benchmark, while in the other two cases considered in the robustness study
the di¤erence with respect to the benchmark was smaller). The explanation
that can be given is that, …rst of all, with the new value of ´ the initial
growth rates in the steady state are quite large, hence the shocks on the
di¤erent parameters determine increases in these growth rates, but these
increases are proportionally lower than in the benchmark case. Furthermore,
in this situation the importance of the R&D sector in stimulating growth is
even larger than in the benchmark, because the cost of R&D is lower. As a
consequence, when the shocks on e and on ¿ are considered, since these shocks
determine growth only indirectly through the expansion of the intermediate
good sector, their e¤ects on the long run growth rates are less strong than in
the benchmark case (where the cost of R&D is higher, hence the importance
of the R&D sector in promoting growth is lower).
In conclusion, fromthe discussion presented we can deduce that the model
considered is quite robust, since the results obtained for the initial calibra-
tion remain valid when some parameter is signi…cantly altered. This is a
good property of the model, and represents an important achievement of the
analysis developed.
5 Conclusion
This paper has been devoted to the presentation of a model that tries to
explain some of the characteristics of the recent ”ICT Revolution” using
the framework of endogenous growth theory. More precisely, it is a multi-
sectoral growth model with embodied technological progress, horizontal dif-
ferentiation and ”lab-equipment” speci…cation of R&D. As a consequence
of this latter assumption, in particular, it is possible to show analytically
that an increase in the productivity of the di¤erent sectors (…nal good sec-
tor, equipment sector, intermediate good sector) has an everlasting e¤ect
on growth (contrary to what happens in the version of the model without
”lab-equipment”).
This result is then con…rmed resorting to numerical simulation, that al-
lows also to get some further insights. In order to do this, a calibrated version
of the model has been considered, where the values of the di¤erent parameters
have been chosen so as to reproduce the empirical evidence that is available
37concerning in particular the US economy. In this simulation, then, the dif-
ferent types of productivity shocks have been analysed, and also the shock
represented by a decrease in the cost of R&D in terms of output (strictly
linked to the peculiarity of the ”lab-equipment” speci…cation adopted in this
sector) has been studied.
The main conclusion obtained from the simulation is that all these shocks
have permanent e¤ects on long term growth (and this is the central di¤er-
ence with respect to the version of the model without the ”lab-equipment”
assumption, where only a shock on the productivity of the R&D sector in‡u-
ences the growth of the economy in the long run). In addition, the shocks on
the productivity of the …nal good sector and on the cost of R&D on the one
hand, and the shocks on the productivity of the equipment sector and of the
intermediate good sector on the other hand, a¤ect di¤erently, in the short
run, the economy, and in‡uence the growth with di¤erent intensity. Finally,
the model turns out to be su¢ciently robust; when some parameter is sig-
ni…cantly modi…ed with respect to the benchmark case, both the qualitative
and the quantitative implications of the model remain valid.
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